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Tell-tale tracks of a raccoon searching for food in favorite habitat close to the water's edge.
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How Does Wildlife Exist?

WHEN in 1607 John Smith landed on the shores

of America in what is now Virginia, he found a

vast wilderness ol virgin growth. A few thou-

sand Indians inhabited the tidewater area. Little patches

here and there had been cleared away by fire and some

primitive tools which they had carved from stone. Here

the native red man planted a little maize (Indian corn)

.

With his bow and arrow he killed such game as he

needed for himself and family. He took from the tidal

waters fish of many kinds.

In those days there was little farm game, because there

were few farms. Deer, elk and buffalo (bison) abounded.

The wild turkey was everywhere. On Captain Smith's

return to England to recruit settlers, he gathered them

around him on Piccadilly Circus and told them that if

they would go to this new, fabulous country ^vith him

they could hunt and fish to their heart's content. It will

be remembered that in England and in other European

countries only the royalty and the landed gentry who
owned the game could hunt and fish. Here they would be

as free to hunt and fish as the wild winds are to blow.

So, they came—your ancestors and mine did—those

who wanted to hunt and fish. At first, wildlife in all

its edible forms was pursued for the sake of getting some-

thing to eat. As fowling pieces began to become more

modernized, and guns for larger game were improved,

the hunting of wild animals and birds was developed as

a sport and not alone as an economic necessity.

Fields were cleared and put into cultivation. Farm

game, rabbits and bobwhite quail started to replenish

and multiply. Forest game, some of the larger species,

began to turn its face westward. Those animals, the

buffalo and the elk, not being as able to withstand the

encroachment of civilization, either began to die off or

find new homes farther to the west. Those forms, such

as the deer and turkey, that could endure a little civili-

zation lingered on in the ever dwindling forests of what

is today the Old Dominion.

Civilization finally overtook the buffalo and the elk.

The buffalo passed from the range, while the elk held

on and became more or less accustomed to man—-so

much so that when Virginia brought a number of them

from the Jackson Hole country, they remained here, and

still persist in several moimtain counties west of the Blue

Ridge mountains.

Agricultural and industrial occupation, together with

an ever increasing human population, has disturbed and

changed the ecology of the lands and waters of Virginia.

This has narrowed the habitat of some wild forms and

expanded and improved the environment of others.

But for the fact that man, both through trial and er-

ror and scientific investigation and research, has learned

a great deal about wildlife management and put it into

practice, some of our more usefid forms would today be

practically annihilated.

During the nineteen-thirties and through nineteen-

forty-one, the Virginia Commission of Game and Inland

Fisheries, in cooperation with many of the counties and

sportsmen-citizens west of the Blue Ridge mountains, im-

ported 1,783 deer from outside the state and planted

them where they would have suitable habitat and more

adequate protection.

Management practices of the Commission have been

so effective that for several years a short season has been

opened in that section of the state. In fact, management

has been almost too good. In some counties last year,

the deer population had outgrown the food supply so

that the Commission found it necessary to have a con-

siderable number of doe deer killed. It is a well known
fact that killing buck deer alone will never reduce the

herd. To reduce the amount of and produce less, you

must curtail the source of supply. Hence, to reduce the

number of deer in a given area, you must reduce the

number of female deer.

The ratio between forest and agricultural lands in

Virginia appears to be fairly well stabilized. The big

problem from here on out is management. The Commis-

sion of Game and Inland Fisheries has set up a wildlife

management program. Without a well managed pro-

gram, important forms of wildlife could not persist.

I think that it is a well established fact that the pres-

ent management practices are proving effective, and

the program is a well balanced one. If such a program is

continued, improved and expanded wherever possible,

Virginia will continue to be blessed with a reasonable

supply of game in fields, woods and waters.

In the long-range wildlife program, the Commission

is not vnimindful of the great need for public coopera-

tion. The Secretary of War and his combined general

staff never has nor ever will win a war; the general of

the army with all of his staff of officers never won a bat-

tle. It is the private in the ranks, the man on the firing

line who fights and conquers. It is the rank and file of

the hunters and fishermen upon whom we must depend

to win the battle for wildlife—for all of our natural,

renewable resources—soils, forests, waters and wildlife.

The wildlife enthusiast must know that he has a

greater part to play in the game for wildlife than merely

buying a license. You get your ticket to the football

game, but when you get to the field, you pull and root

for your team. Many is the time the roaring and root-

ing inspires your team to ultimate victory. The same

is exactly true on the field of battle for wildlife. Root

for the fellow who carries the ball and maybe that vic-

tory will crown your earnest efforts.

Here is hoping that you who hunt arc finding a rea-

sonable amount of game; and to those who do not hunt,

I hope you see with an eye that is satisfied a more abun-

dant supply of birds and animals.

The great outdoors! Let's keep it clean and green and

always suitable for occu])ntion by both man and beast.

—I. T. Q.
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Highland County is appropriately named. In its entirety, it is nnade up of a succession of high ridges, with rich

productive bluegrass valleys lying between.

Virginia's North Country
By MAURICE BROOKS

Professor of Wildlife Management,

West Virginia University

IT
was early June, and I was following a trout brook

toward its source. Down in the valley summer was in

full flush, but on the heights oak and beech leaves still

showed pink as they unfolded. Moccasin flowers and red-

splotched painted trilliums were in bloom on the stream

banks. Back on a ridge a late-drumming grouse was still

advertising his welcome to a mate. A raven, symbol of

the wild country, circled overhead, occasionally turning

aerial somersaults as it called.

Presently oaks and hickories were left below mc, their

places being taken by yellow birch, red maple and hem-

lock. In a tangle of evergreens I found where a deer had

been bedding. Brightly colored northern warblers were

singing overhead, and from the thickets slaty-black and

white juncos were trilling. A little farther along seedling

red spruce trees began to appear, and I knew I was near-

ing the cold spring from which my trout stream flowed.

Here purple finches and winter wrens, birds of the true

north country, were calling and a hermit thrush sang its

wonderfvd melody from a spruce tip. From the carpet

of needles violet oxalis, the true Irish shamrock, was

growing. In a grassy opening I saw the unmistakable

"sign" of snowshoe rabbits which had been feeding there.

No, my walk was not in the Ontario uj^lands, nor in

New York's Adirondacks. I was in Highland County,

Virginia, in the latitude of Washington. It was hard to
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Thirty years ago chestnut trees provided an ainriost per-fect game food.

The trees were widely distributed, and in some dry sections chestnuts

constituted more than 50 percent of the actual stems of the forest.

believe that 250 miles southeastward was the Atlantic

seaboard and the subtropical plants and animals of the

Virginia capes.

Highland County is appropriately named. In its en-

tirety it is made up of a succession of high ridges, with

rich and productive bluegrass valleys lying between. In

one of these, at the crossroads village of Hightown, is a

significant, if not spectacidar, divide. From the north

side of U. S. Highway 250, water flows northeastward

through the Potomac River system. Drops that fall on

the south side of the road go into the Jackson River,

a tributary of the James. In this valley some 1400 head

of heavy cattle are "finished" annually, and sent directly

from bluegrass to market. Persons of my own generation

will remember a famous motion pictme of other years,

"Tolable David." It was filmed in this valley.

The county's western border follows the crest of Al-

legheny Backbone, an elevated ridge which rises in south-

western New York and ends in western Virginia. In this

portion of its extent it is a secondary continental divide;

waters to the east flow directly to the Atlantic, while

those to the west begin the long journey through the

Ohio and the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico. Much
of this ridge is above 4000 feet in elevation and consti-

tutes some of the best of Virginia's north country.

When the original forest still covered these highlands,

much of it was a nearly pure stand of red spruce, typical

tree of northern New' England and Quebec. All of the

big timber has been removed, but where fire has not been

too destructive, scattered stands of spruces persist. These,

with the lesser plants and the animals which they shelter

and snp]K)rt, (onslitute Virginia's iiucst link \\ilh Can-

ada.

There are higher spnue-clad peaks southwestwarcl in

Virginia, notably Mount Rogers and Whilci()|). These

peaks are detadied bits of the great \\'eslcrn North Caro-

lina highlands, so far removed from the Hue Canadian

evergreen forest that they have developed ihcir <n\\\ char-

acteristic southern Ap])alachian plain and animal species.

From Highland County northward, howevei, there are

no breaks; the county is bound by narrow, but continu-

ous, bonds to the great North Woods.

Specidation on the presence of these northern plants

and animals so far southward is an interesting pastime.

Only yesterday, geologically speaking, great masses of

glacial ice moved southward to points within 200 miles

of Highland County. These ice sheets split on the Ap-

palachian ridges, advancing east and west of the moun-
tains, but leaving a northward-pointing peninsula with

its point in western New York. On this elevated penin-

sida land and fresh-water plants and animals, many of

them forced migrants from much farther north, were

ab'e to persist through the cold glacial periods.

When warmer and more arid intervals (including pos-

sibly the present one) came between glacial advances,

it is reasonable to suppose that many boreal plant and

animal species moved northward once more, leaving

remnants only in such places as were peculiarly favorable

to their continued existence. This is one way of account-

ing for the presence on southern mountaintops and in

sphagnum bogs of living things whose centers of abun-

dance are now far northward.

To illustrate this the snowshoe rabbit, more correctly

called the varying hare, is an excellent example. This

mammal is a representative, and key, species in the great

Canadian coniferous forest. Its numbers there are sub-

ject to violent fluctuations; sometimes the population

grows to almost incredible size, while a few years later

the animals may be cjuite scarce. When it is abundant,

the predatory fiubearers have plenty of food and are

not easily trapped. In times of hare scarcity, however,

the furbearers are easily lured to traps. Every northern

trapper is aware of these fluctuations.

The varying hare reaches one of its southmost fron-

tiers in the United States in Highland County. Curi-

ously, the race to which Virginia individuals belong is

called the Virginia varying hare, so named by Audubon

The loss of the chestnut trees to blight dealt a blow to wildlife from

which it has never recovered. The trees bore heavy crops of nuts almost

every year, and they were eaten by nearly all important game species.
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and Bachmanin their aionuniental Quadrupeds of North

America. Where Audubon and Bachman secured the

specimen on which they based their description is not

known, but it is certainly true the Virginia mammalo-
gists beheved for many years that this interesting animal

had long been gone from the state. Only a few years ago

the C. O. Handleys, father and son, demonstrated that

varying hares persist in the remnants of red spruce in

Highland County.

The irony of common names for many plants and ani-

mals is demonstrated in the case of the Virginia varying

hare. It is scarce and extremely local in Virginia, present

in small numbers in a few localities in West Virginia, is

now completely absent in western Maryland and south-

ern Pennsylvania, and only reaches abundance in moun-
tainous New York and New England. Its maximum
numbers are, perhaps, in the great Maine pine forests.

True hares, unlike rabbits, are born with their toes

separated, hair on their bodies and their eyes open. Vary-

ing hares share with some other boreal animals the habit

of changing pellage color according to the season. Dur-

ing summer months these mammals are a rich cinnamon
brown above, with white underparts and tufts of white

hair on the feet and lower legs. Diuing November this

brown pellage gradually disappears and by Christmas

the animals are pure white, their dark eyes offering the

only color contrast on their bodies. In spring this process

is reversed. So far as this writer is aware, the varying

hare is the only resident warm-blooded animal in Vir-

ginia which is habitually colored in summer and white
in winter.

Varying hares are larger and heavier than are common
cottontails. A variant name for the species, snowshoe
rabbit, derives from the great pads of white hair which
develop in winter on the feet of these mammals, giving

them very practical snowshoes on which to travel. Tracks
of the hares are like those of cottontails in pattern, but
are two or three times larger. Because of their restricted

number and range, they are little known to Virginia

hunters. It will please everyone who loves the outdoors,

however, that this boreal animal still finds a home in

the Old Dominion.

An interesting facet of the original forests on High-
land County ridges was the fact that American chestnut

(prior to blight, of course) grew up the the slopes almost

to the line where red spruce appeared. On some dry

sites around 3000 feet elevation, chestnut constituted

more than 50 percent of the actual stems in the forest.

Even at -1000 feet in certain localities chestnut trees were
extraordinarily abundant.

Since chestnut trees provided an almost perfect game
food (the trees were widely distributed, they bore heavy

crops almost every year and the nuts were eaten by nearly

all important game animals) , the loss of this species

dealt a blow to wildlife from which it has never recov-

ered. Nor is any complete recovery possible in the fore-

seeable future. It is a situation comparable to that which
the American people would face if one half of all their

food potential were to be permanently destroyed. Never-

cover, sugar maple trees flourish and these have made
interesting, if limited, native maple sirup industry.

theless, there are a few rays of hope for the distant future.

Everyone familiar with native chestnut knows that the

trees have shown a remarkable ability to persist through

continued sprouting. Despite the fact that blight struck

with fidl force around 30 years ago, there are still many
chestiuu sprouts in today's forests. Practically without

exception, however, these soon become infected with

blight and go the way of their ancestors. There doesn't

seem to be much of promise in this situation.

Here and there on the slopes, however, are old chest-

nut trees on which a few limbs have remained alive.

Some of these have sufficient vigor to produce crops of

nius, and twigs with chestnut burs are often exhibited as

curiosities in rural store windows. The very fact that

these limbs, although they obviously have had repeated

exposures to blight, have remained alive gives visible

proof that certain latent resistance tendencies do occur

in some native trees. It may be that seed from these

resistant branches will also carry an immunity factor,

and that through the long processes of nature's selection,

a new blight-proof American chestnut will arise. By care

in seed gathering and selection, hybridization and nursery

record-keeping, man might speed up this most desirable

process. Some agricultural and forest experiment stations

are working along these lines.

I know of one Highland County chestnut tree which

grew on Allegheny Backbone at an elevation above 4000

feet. For more than 20 years after blight struck it, about

half the tree remained alive, bearing crops of good nuts

each year. Some of them I gathered and scattered locally,

although I suppose mice and squirrels got most of them.

In rich mountain coves, sugar maple trees flourish, and

(Continued on page 24)
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A well managed farm pond is a conservation project that contributes permanence and satisfaction to rural living.

Problems of the Pond Manager
By L. M. DICKERSON

U. S. Soil Conseri'ation Serxrce

Plan early to control next summer's pond weeds. A noticeable feature of a well fertilized

pond is the absence of troublesome weeds. In many instances it is the tendency to start

fertilizing too late in the spring. April or even March is not too early if the weather is

clear and warm enough for water to "green up."

FARM ponds are increasing in number and in im-

portance as a source of food and recreational fishing.

Management of ponded water to produce bass and
f)luegills is a relatively new skill in American agriculture,

and it is not surprising that pond owners run into some
puzzling problems. Perhaps it will encourage some of

these owners to know something about the problems

others have. We hope the experiences rejiorted here will

help owners and prospective owners to avoid some of the

more discouraging problems.

During recent years we have had occasion to examine

several hundred ponds varying in size from .2 acre up to

50 acres or more. Most of them were examined because

the owner was dissatisfied with the fishing or fjecause

weeds interfered with fishing or other uses of the pond.

Others were used as demonstrations of pond management
techniques. They represent a good cross section of warm-
water ponds in Virginia. On 219 of them we have suffi-

cient information to show probable causes of the troubles

encountered and thus arrive at corrective treatment.

All of these ponds were stocked with bluegill bream

and largemouth blatk bass. This is the combination of

prey and predator fish \vhi( h we know best how to man-

age. Such a population is said to be "in lialance" when

there is good fishing for both kinils of fish year after year.

When fishing is imsatisfac tory, only small fish are caught

and the popidation is said to l)e "out of balance." It is

encouraging to note that of a group of 167 ponds, 10.5 or

63% were in balance even though some had weed infes-

tations and may later go out of balance. Another 62

ponds or 37% definitely were out of balance and could

not be expected to produce good fishing. It is encourag-

ing to know that more than half of our pond fish popu-

lations are manageable without corrective treatment.

From the 37% that are out of balance we can hope to

learn some of the errors to avoid.

\'IRGINIA WILDLIFE



Out of 219 ponds examined, 55 or 25% were so seri-

ously out of balance that corrective treatment was rec-

ommended. This group of 55 j^onds represents the worst

headache of the pond managers. It includes some ferti-

lized ponds which the owners have tried to manage

properly. Their disajjpointment is luidcrstandable, biu

in most instances they started out with an overcrowded

popidation of small fish. It was recommended that the

fish be destroyed in 34 of the ponds and a new start made
with a restocked population. This means a discouraging

delay, but it is the best way we know to handle a pcjpu-

lation of luidesirable fish at the present time.

In order to prexent the year's fishing postponement,

however, and the need of additional stocking, the Vir-

ginia Connnission of Game and Inland Fisheries has

recently undertaken an experimental pond draining and

popidation manipulation project which, it is hoped, will

renovate "unbalanced" ponds. In this project, the

stunted bluegills and all rough fish are removed when
the pond is drawn down in the fall and only the bass and
large bluegills returned. It is hoped that the fish will

return quickly to a "balanced" population following

this treatment. Of course, this course of action can be

followed only on ponds that are equipped with some
draining device.

It is significant that 25% of the 34 ponds contained

crappie, often called silver perch. In no small pond con-

taining crappie did we find bass that were growing prop-

erly or reproducing adequately. This does not mean that

the crappie is not a good fish. It does mean that we do
not know how to grow them successfully in small ponds.

Sometimes the crappie have been introduced by the

owner. Sometimes they have been introduced by friends

who thought they would improve the fishing. The his-

tories have been monotonously uniform.

The first crappies put in a pond grow rapidly and for

a season or two they provide exciting fishing. Their

-^a!

/ r ^^ '• •«^j'^

Weeds and unwanted vegetation are becoming an increasingly frequent
source of trouble. They interfere with fishing, sonnetimes clog irrigation
pumps and may be the initial step in throwing the fish population out

of balance.

The Virginia Commission of Same and Inland Fisheries has recently

undertaken an experimental pond draining and population manipulation

project which, it is hoped, will renovate "unbalanced" ponds.

progeny never reach the size of the parents, however.

About the second or third year after the crappie are

introduced, the size of the bluegills caught is noticeably

smaller. Good bass become fewer and harder to catch.

From then on, small bluegills and small crappie make up
the catch and most of them are of the annoying "bait

stealer" sizes. About the surest way to ruin good fishing

in a pond is to follow the advice so freely given by fisher-

men to "put in a few silvers."

Another fish we found very often in ponds stocked

with bass and bluegill is the pumpkinseed perch. Other

common names for it are yellow belly, sand perch, sun

perch, grass perch and tobacco-box. They were present

in 29% of the out-of-balance populations and in 10%
of the 219 ponds examined. They are a fish native to the

small, shallow streams and are likely to be present in a

spring branch or in marshy places where a clam is built

across them. Sometimes they are introduced by stocking

from neighboring ponds or streams. If there is no over-

fall in the emergency spillway, a heavy rain may provide

sufficient flow through it for small fish to swim up from a

stream or pond below the clam.

Not all of the ponds containing ivild perch were out

of balance, but where they have a chance to breed

through the sinnmer months before the bluegills are

introduced, they may overstock the pond so heavily that

the bass never do establish a balance successfidly. It is

easy to detect such a situation by sampling with a min-

now seine. The wild fish can be killed with rotenone

and overstocking avoided. There are two good oppor-

tunities to eradicate the wild fish. One is when the water

has risen just high enough to connect all channels and

puddles. At this time a minimum of rotenone is re-

qiured. Another good time is about two weeks before the

bluegills are to be stocked. Usually this will be late

enough in the season that if a few individuals escape,

they will now spawn before the bluegills get large enough

to compete for food . Two weeks is sufficient time for
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the rotenone to become harmless to the fish released

in the pond.

Of all the misfortunes to befall a pond owner, an in-

secticide kill or a summer die off is the most dishearten-

ing. Several of the modern insecticides are deadly to fish.

A shower may wash enough chemical into the pond from

a recently treated field in the watershed to kill the fish.

Usually, though not always, the kill is complete and

restocking is in order. The only practical preventive

known is to keep out of the pond and ^vatershed those

insecticides which are toxic to fish.

A summer die off occurs when the supply of dissolved

calm cloudy weather. Another danger period seems to

be 1-5 days or even a week after a shower has brought

into the pond a heavy run off of silt-laden water or water

containing manure or other organic matter that uses up
oxygen rapidly. It is not unusual to find a few dead fish

around a pond at any time. In a typical summer die off,

there may be several hundred pounds of them!

If such a die off occurs in your pond, examine the dead

fish closely to see if you have lost the current year's crop

of bass. If so, the pond is likely to go out of balance and

prompt restocking is in order. Usually it is safest to kill

the remaining fish with rotenone and make a fresh start.

Trained fisheries workers have given considerable study to farm ponds in recent years, and they are finding new tech-

niques that will aid in the management of these ponds.

oxygen in the pond water is depleted suddenly below

the concentration that is necessary to support fish life.

The fish suffocate from lack of oxygen. Usually the large

fish are the first to show distress because they need more
oxygen to sustain their activity. A fertile, productive

pond is more likely to suffer a die off than a poor one

because it has a larger standing crop of fish than the less

productive pond. Usually the first signs of oxygen deple-

tion are large numbers of fish at the surface gulping for

air. Prompt stirring of the water surface may prevent

severe loss. This can be done by anchoring a boat off

shore and rocking it violently from side to side. This

will send waves rippling out to the shore and increases

the solution of oxygen from the air. If an outboard

motor is used, be careful not to stir up silt or organic

material from shallow areas. If a power pump is avail-

able, direct a stream up in the air to fall on the surface

like rain. Another remedy is to broadcast on the surface

of the water super phosphate fertilizer using 50 to 100

lbs. per acre. This is especially effective where oxygen

depletion results from the death and decay of a heavy

bloom of microscopic plants. This may occur when a

period of hot sunny days is followed by several days of

Weeds are becoming an increasingly frequent source

of trouble. They interfere with fishing. They some-

times clog pumps and irrigation ecjiiipnient. They may

be the initial step in throwing the fish population out

of balance. Weed poisons sometimes are necessary, but

in a properly constructed pond with deepened margins

and not too much outflow, proper use of fertilizer is the

most practical weed control. One of the most noticeable

features of a well fertilized pond is the absence of trouble-

some weeds. In many instances we have tended to start

fertilizing too late in the spring. April or even March

is not too early if the weather is clear and warm enough

for the water to "green up."

The fishery biologist sees more than an average num-

ber of ponds that are in trouble. There are rewards,

however. One is to see the growing number of owners

who have learned to manage skillfully and enjoy their

ponds. Usually they have a casting rod or a fly rod handy.

If there is no natural bait on hand, there is a source near

by and there is every evidente that a lot of fishing is

done. A well used fireplace is often part of the scene. The

well managed farm pond is a conservation project that

contributes permanence and satisfaction to ruial living.
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George Washington Fished Here

By JOHN H. GWATHMEY

MILLPOND fishing clubs, down through the years,

have had an important part in the recreational,

social and political life of Virginia. Included in

their memberships have been leading citizens who gath-

ered together with their guests in periodic excursions

into the open. Fishing was the principal objective, oi

course, but binding friendships were made. There is no

telling what problems of state and of politics have been

solved in such pleasant surroundings.

The millponds themselves are reminiscent of planta

tion days. They are silent reminders of an era which is

gone. Every estate in colonial times had its mill and the

pond in connection with it. In many cases the stone

wheels of the mills have ceased to tinn, but the dams

have held, to the delight of modern generations of an-

glers. The fishing in most of these ponds is superb.

Before the days of easy transportation, members of

clubs usually made their plans to stay at least a week,

bringing with them such supplies as were vmavailable in

the country. They loved to fish. Many of them also rel-

ished their dram and their poker. Some of the ladies, in

a period when customs were different, shrewdly suspected

* Reprinted from RichniDiul Times-Dispatch magazine section.

that the fishing clubs afforded their husbands occasional

opportunity to get away from home.

Be that as it may, the fishing clubs have flourished and

have provided pleasant escape from everyday care. Al-

ways the club tables groaned with deliciotis native foods.

At the end of each fishing day the clubhouses resounded

with tall tales and hearty laughter. Many of the ancient

mint beds are as fragrant as of old.

Some of these ponds, dating back to early colonial

times, have interesting historical backgrounds. Such is

certainly the case with Custis Pond, in lower King

William County, which derived its name from the family

of Martha Washington's first husband. This property

has the imique distinction of having been personally

owned and operated by both George Washington and

Robert E. Lee. There is documentary evidence that the

mill was standing in 1743, and there is good reason to

believe that it was there as early as 1702.

The property, in 1771, passed from the hands of

Thomas Moore in a lottery, a practice which was widely

employed in those days. Close by are "Chelsea," the

home of the Moores; "Elsing Green," the original home

of the Dandridges and "Romancoke," the ancestral estate

of the Claibornes. Sons of the two first-named house-

Some of eastern Virginia's fish ponds date back to early colonial tinnes. Such is certainly the case with Custis Pond. George Washington fished here.
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holds married daughters of Governor Alexander Spots-

wood, and it is easily possible that this old dignitary wet

a line in Custis Pond from time to time. The same may

have been true of Governor John West, who lived at

the site of West Point.

Names in wills and deeds of conveyance of this prop-

erty furnish something of a roster of the old families of

King William County, comprising, in turn, many of the

foremost men of the colony. The name ot Thomas Jeffer-

son appears. So does that of Carter Braxton, signer of the

Declaration of Independence. Also Judge Peter Lyons,

who opposed Patrick Henry in the celebrated Parsons

Case at Hanover Courthouse and was a member of Vir-

ginia's first Supreme Court of Appeals. Martin Palmer,

who was an early owner, was a member of the House of

Burgesses.

Carter Braxton, who at one time owned "Elsing

Green" and remodeled it, is known to have fished fre-

quently in the waters of Custis Pond, and there is no

telling how many other prominent citizens of that day

and time engaged in this delectable pastime.

Recorded in King William Courthouse is a deed signed

by George and Martha Washington conveying the prop-

erty to George Washington Parke Custis, adopted son of

the nation's first president. In 1904 it was purchased by

the Custis Fishing and Hunting Club, present owners,

from Captain Robert E. Lee, Jr., youngest son of Gen-

eral Robert E. Lee and his wife, Mary Custis, the only

child of George \Vashington Parke Custis.

The key to the mill is an interesting relic. Forged by

a blacksmith, it is over a foot in length and weighs the

better part of a pound. The lock, of course, is com-

mensurate in size. Majestic trees have their roots in the

dam, attesting its antiquity.

AVhile mills were necessary adjuncts of all large plan-

tations of old, need for them became less imperative Avith

the establishment of modern, power-driven machines,

centrally located. But many of the water mills are still

operating because of a persistent preference for water-

ground meal. Others have gone to ruin, but the ponds

remain, to the delight of anglers.

Some of the modern fishermen ha\e facetiously con-

tended that some sort of a monument should be erected

to the cornmeal weevil, which brings about the necessity

for frequent grindings. Because of them the mills kept

running, and because of the mills Virginia anglers have

been bequeathed some of the finest fishing waters to be

found anywhere.

Clubs have been organized to take advantage of the

fishing. Most of these clubs are equipped with comfort-

able clubhouses and are adequately supplied with boats.

Caretakers look after the properties and supply the wants

of the members.

VIRGINIA LOSES STAUNCH CONSERVATIONIST IN JOHN CV/ATHMEY

The untimely passing of John H. Gwathmey will be

deeply regretted by sportsmen-conservationists in Vir-

ginia. Jack, as he was affectionately known to his thou-

sands of friends, passed away at a local hospital in Rich-

mond on the early morning of December 27.

Mr. Gwathmey had been under special contract to the

Game Commission since July 1, 1943. Under terms of

the contract, he had free use of the press and did much
writing for the Commission. In addition, he had a weekly

conservation program on a local radio staion and spent

much of his time in the field, contacting various clubs

and organizations interested in the field of conservation

of the state's natural renewable resources.

Mr. Gwathmey was invaluable in this, and found time

to do conservation ethuation work far above and beyond

the official call to duty.

The following editorial appeared in tlie Richmond
Times-Dispatch, a tribute to Mr. Gwathmey from his

many friends there and elsewhere over the entire state.

John Hastings Gwathmey
... so walked he from his birth, in simpleness

and gentleness and humor and clean mirth . . .

These lines by Rudyard Kipling sum up the principal

reasons why Jack Gwathmey over many years won the

affection of all who knew him well. He was, in the best

sense of the word, a gentle man. Virginia historian.

newspaperman, author, and ovudoors columnist— these

biographical highlights of his career fail to convey his

true personality and character—the genuine warmth of

his friendliness, his unfailing good nature, and the in-

vincible optimism which helped to buoy iqa his family

until the moment "God touched him and he slept."

We of the Times-Dispatch shall miss him—his tolerant

outlook on life, his cheerful greetings, his quiet enthusi-

asm for the sports of hunting and fishing of ^vhirh he

wrote informatively and with mature affection.

His readers throughout the state were many. In a

world troubled by apprehension of a third war, his rod-

and-gun essays provided a brief but welcome respite

from the often ominous headlines of the front ])age.

He loved his native city and state, and was never hap-

pier than when, on trips to some pond or stream, he

pointed out Virginia's natinal beauty and landmarks of

historic interest, and took occasion to interpolate his

conviction that a love of outdoors with rod or gim

would do nuuh to protect a growing l)oy against the pit-

falls of juvenile delinquency.

To those who visited him at C^hristiuas time, he spoke

not of Iiis illness and suffering, but of the outdoors, and

of his hope to recover and fish again his favorite tide-

water pond.

Perhaps in that land "from whicli no traveler returns,"

he will.
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Cocoons
By ROBERTS MANN

and

DAVID H. THOMPSON*

The conspicuous cocoon of the Cecropla, largest of our giant silkworm

moths, is shaped like a hammock and fastened, lengthwise, close to the

underside of a branch or twig.

FROM now until early spring is the time to hunt for

cocoons. There are many kinds to be found in vari-

ous places: attached to branches or twigs, under

loose bark of dead trees, among fallen leaves, beneath

stones and rotting logs, on the bottom edges of window

sills and overlapping siding on houses, or inside out-

buildings such as garages and sheds. A board lying on

the ground is likely to hide a cocoon or the papery co-

coon-like egg sacs of spiders. Cocoons should be kept in

a cool moist place. It will be interesting to see the kinds

of adult insects that emerge from them in spring or

early summer.

Adult female insects lay eggs. Wormlike larvae hatch

from the eggs of most kinds of land insects and these,

when full grown, become helpless pupae. By one of the

most mysterious and wonderful processes in nature, a

pupa is transformed into an adult. This four-stage life

cycle is called complete metamorphosis.

The larvae of many species merely retreat to some se-

cluded place, or bury themselves in the ground, where

they become pupae. With the exception of the skipper

butterflies, all butterfly pujDae—often called chrysalids

—

are not inclosed in a cocoon but are attached to a leaf

or twig by a silken disk or a band of silk. The larvae

of the well-known monarch butterfly feed on milkweeds

and you may find one of the exquisitely beautiful pupae

dangling, "like a green house with golden nails," from

a milkweed leaf. Such chrysalids, too, may be collected

and kept until the adults emerge.

The larvae of most moths and many other kinds of

insects, including ants and fleas, build cocoons around

themselves and it is in those chambers that the changes,

from larva to pupa and from pupa to adult, take place.

Cocoons are usually made of silk spun from two glands

* Conservation Editor and Senior Naturalist for the Forest Preserve District
of Cook County, Illinois.

filled with a thick, giue-like material. This is pressed

out in two slender threads that stick together as they

emerge from an opening or "spinneret" on the larva's

lower lip. In the air they harden into a tough silk fiber.

It is fun to watch a larva spin its cocoon, weaving its

head back and forth in a comical, figure-eight, looping

motion.

Hairy caterpillars, such as the familiar woolly bear

which is a larva of the Isabella tiger moth, merely use

silk as a woof to hold together a warp of hairs from their

bodies. Some caterpillars roll up in a leaf and fasten the

edges together with silk. Many wood-boring larvae make

cocoons largely of chips, and those which undergo trans-

formation in the ground may include earth in the walls

of their cocoons. The ant-lion larva uses grains of sand.

The shells of many cocoons are fibrous and dense;

others, like those of saw-flies, are like parchment or even

tissue paper; and a few kinds are lacelike in texture.

The conspicuous cocoon of the Cecropia, largest of our

giant silkworm moths, is shaped like a hammock and

fastened, lengthwise, close to the underside of a branch

or twig. It has two walls of silk with an instilating mat

of loose silk between them. Youngsters frequently find

that one and also the long slim cocoon, wrapped in a

leaf, of the Promethea—most common of the giant silk-

worm moths. The leaf stem is fastened to a branch by

a band of silk, and this cocoon is commonly mistaken

for a dead leaf.

Adult insects escape from cocoons in various ways.

Those with biting mouthparts can gnaw their way out.

Others must soften one end with "spit" and push through

the fibers. But the Cecropia and Promethea larvae pro-

vide an "escape hatch"—a conical valve-like arrangement

at one end of the cocoon.

That instinct is almost as miraculous as the change

from pupa into adult.
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Straighten out your tackle box. Put things in order, for early spring

fishing Is not far off and fishing is more fun if it is trouble free.

JSBW

Check your plugs carefully, In preparation for spring fishing. Adjust-

ment of the spinner will give more action when action is needed.

A little repair work will make flies, bugs and plugs as good as new.

Sharpen all hooks. A sharp hook can be the difference between catch-

ing or losing a good fish.

14

EQUIPMENT CARE
MEANS

MORE PLEASURE

Although there is still trapping in some areas, the

hunting season is over and the days are a little too

cold for fishing; so now is the time to put your equip-

ment in order. Here are a few things that likely need

attention if you fish, hunt, or trap. February days and

nights offer a good time for taking care of your hunting

and fishing gear.

Tie your own flies. A few simple tools will transform gauze, feathers

and hair Into beautiful fishing lures and some will even take fish.
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Take care of your gun. A little cleaning and oiling will l:eep it in good order for another year's hunting, and as you work, pleasant memories of

the past year's sport will surely drift across your nind.

'killMllMiaip ^v C^^SS2^'̂i
Loading your own shells affords a lot of pleasure and satisfaction.
This is a good way to get more shooting for your ammunition dollar.

Like guns and fishing tackle, traps work better if they are cared for.

Dipping traps in a walnut bark solution protects them and removes the

new shine and glare.
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Construction of large innpoundmen+s for power should be given considerable thought. The return in kilowatt hours must offset the destruction of

tinnber and wildlife and the drowning of minerals.

Water and the Survival of Civilization
y

By ERNEST SWIFT
Executive Director, National Wildlife Federation

THE American people have conditioned themselves

into believing that the conservation of natural

resources is a problem oi modern times, a new sci-

ence, a new philosophy of human endeavor. Actually it

is as old as civilization itself.

We find that the Babylonians had intricate systems of

irrigation and laws governing the use of water. The
Bible records that sin, corruption and the worship of

false gods destroyed the kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar.

Scientists believe it was silt carried down by the Tigris

and the Euphrates from the hinterland which had been

continuously overgrazed.

If that is true, is it too far fetched to assimie that the

engineering, agricultural and economic leadership ol

Babylon was faulty? Engineers blind to everything but

the efficiency of their irrigation ditches; agriculturists

and economists blind to everything but increased crop

production and profits; all of them blind to the preserva-

tion of their water source; and so Babylon destroyed

itself.

Are you, by any diaiue, himiliai witii that type of

leadership? It cannot be that in this enlightened age we

•Address delivered I)ef()rc the Interstate Cloiniiiissioii oti the Polo
mac River Basin, Oakland, Md., September 20, 1956.

are making the same mistakes that man did at the begin-

ning of time.

Laws pertaining to the preservation and use of re-

sources from the Babylonian water laws down to the

present time are ad infinitum. A quote from Greek his-

tory says, "Solon, seeing that the Athenians gave them-

selves up to the chase, to the neglect of mechanical arts,

forbade the killing of game." The Roman la\v, the

Magna Charta, the Salix law, the Swiss, French, Germans,

from the time of the written word have recorded the use

and management of forests, land and wildlife. Let us

not delude ourselves into believing that problems in

ecology came with the discovery of America. They are

as old as our ancestors.

Although human values change with time, man clings

to one goal—survival. But man's struggle down through

the ages to make a lasting adjustment to the land has led

to many mistakes. Man is still seeking the fulcrum of

seem ity.

The lime \vhen man could abandon land and migrate

to virgin country is gone in the United States. We are

l)eginning to feel a vague uneasiness of the coming

human potential, possibly ,S()0,()0(),000 people. What liv-

ing standards can we anticipate when that number is
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reached? Many suspect that the world is not becoming

in every way a better place for human beings to live in.

Some suspect, even, that it may become a place where

they cannot live at all.

On the other hand many scientists, economists, men
of the military and big business, speaking out as the

nation's leaders, deride the philosophy of Malthus and

declare that if we submit our destiny into their hands

we will stay sleek and fat. On examination, however,

their proposals contemplate a robot regimentation, the

type and kind of which this generation has never

dreamed.

Here in the United States, a nation less than 200 years

old and with unequaled opportunities, we are attempting

to hammer out the artifacts of a superior civilization.

Whatever it is we are creating, success seems to be meas-

ured in terms of how lavishly we can extend otu" re-

sources. Use, abuse and waste seem justified under the

magic term: progress. We don't bother our heads about

what we are progressing toward. The retiun from this

free-for-all expenditure is a matter of opinion and grave

concern to many.

Fifty years ago, the three Great Lakes states viewed

their cut-over lands as the coming agricultural Utopia of

the nation. The land companies said so, the railroads

said so and, of most significance, their agricultural col-

leges said so.

I wish to quote from bulletin 295, Wisconsin College

of Agriculture, 1915: "About 10,000,000 acres of cut-over

land in upper Wisconsin are in the twilight between the

lumberman's paradise and the farmer's estate. Beneath

the jungle of fallen logs, stumps and tree tops, is a soil

that bids fair to do more for humanity by raising wheat

for food than it did raising logs for liunber." This is

also the tenor of bulletin 260.

At the turn of the century, land speculators, not con-

tent with forcing a farm economy on pine lands wholly

unsuited to agriculture, turned to draining vast areas

of marsh and peat bog—a further outrage to the land-

without rhyme or reason other than visions of a fat

profit. Again they were aided and abetted by certain

agricultural leaders and engineers who, with a Moses

complex, visualized themselves leading the multitudes

into the promised land. As examples, I cite the Koochi-

ching and Beltrami drainage in Minnesota, the Horicon
and peat bog country of central Wisconsin, the Seney

area in Michigan and the W. P. A. attempt to drain the

Looking Glass basin, also in Michigan.

The heartbreak and bankruptcy that followed these

abortions in land use left these agricultural leaders and
engineers singularly unmoved and unimpressed by their

mistakes. It was not their heartbreak or their money.
These are cases of preaching multiple benefits but prac-

ticing multiple abuse.

It takes tremendous abuse to ruin land beyond a point

of recovery, and in this instance, in spite of continued
and devastating fires, and with much labor and subsi-

dies, the ecology is slowly being repaired.

In the above-mentioned lake states, the forests have

regenerated sufficiently to foster a sound forest industry,

in spite of the mistakes of past leadership. Wildlife

thrives in the woodlands, enticing the vacation dollar,

in spite of misdirected leadership in the past. The canals

through the burned-out peat bogs have been plugged

to create some of the most outstanding waterfowl areas

on the continent, in spite of misdirected leadership.

Watersheds and recaptured marshes preserve the most

precious element of life, in spite of misdirected leader-

ship. Fishing supports one of the most profitable resort

businesses in the nation, in spite of misdirected leader-

ship. The economy of those states has stabilized due to

sound land ecology, in spite of misdirected leadership.

(Continued on Page 23)

H takes tremendous abuse to ruin land beyond recovery. If given a

chance, nature will heal most of man's damaging actions.

Vast areas of marsh and peat bog have been drained in this country.

The reclamation of these areas aids in maintaining our water table and
provides excellent habitat for wildlife.
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Results of the 1956

Deer Season West

of the

Blue Ridge

By STUART P. DAVEY
Game Research Biologist

IF
YOU hunted deer this past fall in one of Virginia's

western counties the chances are good that you—got

cold feet more than once, saw plenty of antlerless deer

before they were legal and also heard lots of shooting.

One thing for certain, there was lots of shooting—enough

to account for more than 11,400 deer being tagged at

the check stations.

The Weather

The weatherman cooperated this year by not sending

us much rain; he sent us snow and cold instead. Actually,

though, the first two days of the six day season offered

fairly good hunting in all areas west of the Blue Ridge

(on November 19 and 20). By Wednesday morning, how-

ever, rain had started in the far southwest and by night-

fall had spread to all areas west of the Blue Ridge Moun-
tains. Following the rain came the cold air, and snow

resulted in varying amounts, from several inches in the

southwest to no snow farther up the valleys. The bad

weather continued for hunting the remainder of the

week in the southwest but improved for the rest of the

counties except for the extreme cold. At higher altitudes

the temperatures neared zero on Friday and Saturday.

Since the last two days (or in some counties the last day)

were hunter-choice days, though, there were lots of

hunters in most areas where this season was open, despite

the weather.

The Hunting Effort

The hunting pressures shifted again this season. The
sale of damage stamps (required of deer hunters in some
counties) dropped in Wise and Washington counties.

The number of stamps sold in 195G was about equal to

last year's sale in the counties of Wythe and Bland. Even
though a great many hunters walked the woods of Smyth
County, damage stamp sales fell off as a result of the

buck-only bag limit. High numbers of hunters were

drawn to this county during 1955 when a one-day,

hunter-choice season was introduced. The hunter-choice

days in Grayson, Craig, Giles, Botetourt, Rockbridge,

Bath and Highland all resulted in increased stamp sales.

Unfortunately we can only guess at the pressures in the

other counties. Undoubtedly, though, the total number
of deer hunters in our 27 western counties was between

70,000 and 80,000. This represents a lot of interest in

deer.

The Harvest

Of the 27 Avestern counties that were at least partially

open to deer himting last fall, seven had a season for

antlered bucks only. Twelve counties had a five-day

buck—one-day hunter-choice season, and eight counties

had a four-day buck—two-day hunter-choice season. Most

of these two-day choice areas had been opened to antler-

less shooting before, but the results had never reached

the desired minimum goal—that goal being a high total

kill with approximately equal numbers of antlered and

antlerless deer in the complete harvest.

At the time of this report, the total deer harvest west

of the Blue Ridge was something over 11,400 animals.

This number was expected and, although the distribu-

tion of the take was not exactly as hoped for, the mini-

mum goals were reached or approached in many areas.

For this reason, the season was very successful.

Table I will show the breakdown of the harvest as to

season type.

In order to preseiU a better picture of what the indi-

vidual counties produced, Table H gives the harvest by

county. The deer range, in square miles, includes those
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areas ol a county that were open to luinting and avail-

able to the hunters.

The Future

Deer hunters who use these western areas tor their

happy hunting grounds must realize that peak produc-

tion has just about been reached here. The saturation

point in deer numbers has been reached and, unfortu-

nately, greatly exceeded in some areas of counties like

Wise, Scott, Giles, Smyth, Bath, Augusta, Rockingham,

Shenandoah, Warren, Page and Frederick. There is still

rooin for more deer in coimties like Alleghany, Rock-

bridge, Botetourt and Craig; but not too many more.

In other words, don't expect deer harvests to continue

climbing in these areas. Our top harvest for these coun-

ties should total between 12,000-15,000 deer of both sexes

each year. Of this number, between 6,000 and 8,000 adult

bucks should be the maximum goal. Continued increases

in the adult buck take is neither possible on our present

ranges, nor is it desirable. Everyone concerned, includ-

ing the deer, would be better off today if the herds in

areas like Bath and Shenandoah had been harvested in

the past by antlerless shooting to a size thai would

annually produce about 500 adult bucks (and 500-800

antlerless) rather than the 900-1200 bucks now produced.

Following this procedure would produce larger, healthier

deer and bucks would sport trophy racks.

Has the deer management program succeeded over

the past 20 years? We can't deny it when almost ten

times the number of deer stocked are harvested in one

year. Since there is little we can do to improve the

whitetail's range, we can only hope to hold our present

deer population. Proper harvests, based on biological

facts, would maintain this popidation at the present

level or at a desirable level that will balance the number
of deer with the carrying capacity of the range. This

will call for continued experimental antlerless seasons.

Table I. Deer Harvests, Counties West of the Blue Ridge

Season Type Antlered Antlerless

Total No.
Deer Takeyi

Area in

Sq. Miles
Antlered Deer
per Sq. Mile

All Deer
per Sq. Mile

6 day buck 240 X 240 840 .29 .29

5 day buck,

1 day choice 2033 1199 3232 2605 .78 1.24

4 day buck,

2 day choice 3952 3992 7944 2335 1.69 3.40

Totals 6225 5191 11,416 5780 1.08 1.98

Table H. Summary of Deer

Deer

Harvests—Western Virginia Counties--1956

Lajid Area Range Area Deer
County in Sq. Miles in Sq. Miles Antlered Anllerless Total per Sq. Mile

Alleghany 452 300 220 68 288 .96

Augusta 1001 580 656 364 1020 1.76

Bath 540 500 920 600 1520 3.04

Bland 369 200 32 X 32 .16

Botetourt 549 250 157 72 229 .92

Carroll 469 100 9 1 10 .10

Clarke 174 70 25 10 35 .50

Craig 336 275 244 152 396 1.44

Frederick 436 250 547 526 1073 4.30

Giles 356 120 182 183 365 3.04

Grayson 451 250 210 163 373 1.49

Highland 416 200 233 193 426 2.13

Lee 434 50 18 X 18 .36

Page 316 160 173 156 329 2.06

Pulaski 333 60 2 X 2 .03

Roanoke 303 60 11 7 18 .30

Rockbridge 607 250 163 62 225 .90

Rockingham 871 325 526 370 896 2.76

Russell 483 50 5 X 5 .10

Scott 539 130 96 X 96 .74

Shenandoah 507 450 1122 1690 2812 6.25

Smyth 435 300 221 282 503 1.68

Tazewell 522 200 22 X 22 .11

Warren 219 150 210 175 385 2.56

Washington 583 200 91 65 156 .78

Wise 414 150 65 X 65 .43

Wythe 460 150 65 52 117 .78

Totals 12,575 5780 6225 5191 11.416 1.98
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Some Wildlife Research Problems of the Southeast

By CLARENCE COTTAM, Director

]Vclder Wildlife Foundation

Part II

A MONG the specific lesearch projects most needing

AA attention, I believe the following could be in-

eluded, along \v'ith many others that each of you

and I could give:

1. Determination of procedures for more effective in-

tegration of sound wildlife management into profitable

agricultural, forestry and grazing practices. Despite the

past work in this field, changing agricultural practices

and the growing of new and improved crops require a

dynamic research program to cope with the ever chang-

ing conditions. With rising land valuations a more in-

tensive agricultural, forestry and grazing husbandry can

be expected. Wildlife will continue to recede and final-

ly vanish from much of its present range luiless the wild-

life manager, guided l^y sound research, keeps abreast or

ahead of these inevitable changes. As agricultinal and

forestry practices are made more intensive, we nuist like-

wise intensify appropriate \\ildlife practices. In few in-

stances are we now able to meet this challenge. With

* Presented to the Southeastern Association of Fish and Cianie Commissioners,
Little Rock, Arkansas, October 8, 1956.

our American and democratic philosophy of private in-

dustry (and may this always continue) we must rely on

private agriculture and private forestry to supply the

bulk of our game for our ever expanding population of

hunters. Therefore, public wildlife agencies must work

with the private farmer, forester and grazers and point

the way for maintaining a crop of game and other wild-

life without seriously afEecting adversely the land owner's

economic returns from his land.

Because of past destructive land practices America has

millions of acres that are largely ^\•orn out and low in the

production of wildlife. Research should be directed to-

^vard improving these lands and making them produce a

much larger crop of game.

Other studies are needed to appraise the effects of dif-

ferent land cultural practices of soil conservation, agri-

culture, grazing and forestry. For example, research

shoidd determine what effects different degrees of graz-

ing have upon different species of game and other wild-

life. Also, we need to know precisely the wildlife values

of the many different soil conservation practices.

We know far too little of the role of nutrition and other stress factors

in relation to population reductions. Resr^arch on wildlife nutrition is

vitally important in managing a species.

An important phase of any sound wildlife program is public relations.

An enlightened public will support a good, sound management program.
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Introduction of exotic species should be carefully planned. Indiscrimi-

nate distribution of foreign species often proves costly and wasteful.

2. Basic research o)i environmental relationships or

ecological studies of the whole biological community.

We have had many splendid studies involving intensive

research on various individual species. This work is es-

sential, but there has been inadequate consideration

given to the whole ecology of the environment in which

the species lives. We must know vastly more of the inter-

and intra-species relationships under differing popula-

tion densities, varying land-use practices, and climatic

and other environmental conditions.

3. Determination of procedures for more effective use

and management of our water resources and the wise cor-

relation of use of xi'ater for agriculture and industry,

along ivith fishery and wildlife 7nanagemerit. This should

involve studies on pollution and pollution abatement in

relationship to fisheries and wildlife. Much good work
in this broad field has already been done, but a great

deal more is mgently needed.

In much of the Southeast, black or amber waters that

are relatively infertile are common. Studies need to be

directed to improving their productivity. Suggested lines

of attack might include temporary and repeated drainage

and the planting of desirable wildlife foods, carp removal

and the use of chemicals to cause organic and inorganic

substances, which are held in collodial suspension, to

precipitate.

4. Determination of the effects of control agents—
insecticides, herbicides, fungicides and rodenticides—
upon fish and ivildlife resources. The ingency of this

problem may be realized when it is known that 65 mil-

lion acres, or just a little over 1/6 of the total crop land

of the United States, were sprayed last year. Even so, crop

losses on untreated areas were estimated at 7.5 billion

dollars. Over 3.4 million acres of forest lands were

sprayed last year and considerably more will be sprayed

during the next spraying season. A total of 3 billion

With changing conditions and more factual data, some of our regula-

tions could be improved and brought up to date. This would allow a

larger harvest for the good of wildlife.

pounds of formulated {pesticides were applied in the

United States last year at a consumer cost of nearly 500

million dollars.*- •"' The development of new herbicides,

including 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, TCA and ammonium sulfa-

mate, has been almost as spectacular as that of insecti-

cides. Over 85 million pounds of these chemicals are

tised annually.^

Funds for the development of new control agents are

almost unlimited and new chemical agents are coming

out continuously. Unfortunately, there is comparatively

little financial support for testing effects of these ma-

terials upon fisheries, wildlife and their habitats. We
know almost nothing of even the direct effects of many
control agents on plants, animals, soils and soil organ-

isms, and we know still less of the indirect, accumulative

and long-time effects these controls have upon wildlife,

plants and even upon man. Much damage has restUted

from various control formulations and procedures.

Chemical controls that are seriously damaging to wild-

life should be used onlv after weishins; the value of these

controls against probable harm that will be done. Pub-

lic support is urgently needed to bridge the wide gap

between the operational use of control agents and the

sorely needed research to appraise the effects of these

many controls.

Recognizing this public need, the Honorable Lee

Metcalf introduced a bill late in the last session of the

Congress to direct "the Secretary of Interior to under-

take continuing studies of the effects. .
." of these control

agents. A similar measure is expected to be reintroduced

into the next session of the Congress and it will deserve

public support. Despite the enormous good that results

from chemical controls, they must be considered in the

category of mixed blessings. A multibillion-dollar recrea-

tion and commercial fishery industry of direct interest to

some 25 to 30 million Americans is involved. It is not
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unreasonable to expect, therefore, that reasonable pre-

caution be given to protect their interests. The states

should expect to assist with this important research. We
need to know more of the indirect, as well as the direct,

effects of the use of specific chemical control agents.

Also, there is need for a wider recognition of the respon-

sibility for hazards on the part of all concerned, includ-

ing industry and those who apply pesticides. More

stringent laws regulating the sale and use of chemical

poisons are needed in many states.

Specific herbicides represent an excellent tool of wild-

life management. Their benefits, use and limitations can

be determined only through soinid research.

A closely related problem, which may be included un-

der the heading of agricultural fertilizers, needs study by

the wildlife biologist to determine the feasibility of fer-

tilizers to produce more and better wildlife crops, and

perhaps at the same time to control pest vegetation.

5. Determine the public values, wisest use and man-
agement of our wetland resources. The drainage craze,

encouraged by federal bureaucracy and stimulated by

an overgenerous government subsidy handout, has al-

ready done irreparable damage to our water supply and

wildlife resoiuxes. Research pertaining to our wetland

resources and the wildlife dependent upon this type of

habitat is needed to afford sounder planning and man-
agement. We need to know more of the relation of these

wetlands to floods, flood prevention, and ground and sur-

face water sixpply, as well as to wildlife. Without ques-

tion, much of agricultmal drainage has been in the pub-

lic interest, biu too much of it has been sadly misguided

and seriously damaging to the national interest. We
need sound research and wiser management of our wet-

lands, and we need now to build on the splendid wetland

inventory that recently has been made by the states and

our federal service.

6. Research is needed to objectively measure and ap-

praise all of our regulations and laws pertaining to har-

vest. With changing conditions and more factual data,

I have a feeling that some of our regulations could be

improved and brought up to date, and perhaps enable us

to safely take a larger harvest. Regulatory authority

should be placed in the hands of the responsil:)le admin-

istering agency. A research program objectively measur-

ing the effects of each regulation should aid the states

in obtaining that needed authority.

7. Appraise and determine the soundjiess and effec-

tiveness of slate programs. Wouldn't the state be moving

ahead if it ol)jectively stibjected its own programs to sci-

entific scrutiny? A progressive department or commis-

sion should want to build the most efficient program pos-

sible. I believe such a program would be sound politi-

cally. There is need for some artificial ])r()pagation

programs for cjuail or fish, but there definitely is a limit

to their value. Might these and the planting programs,

the refuges, predator programs and the efforts at habitat

improvement be materially improved if these programs

were suljjectcd to competent and objective analysis by

trained research personnel? I believe they would.

8. Establish procedures that ivill effectively control

bird and rodent depredations and permit direct seeding

of forest trees and grazing lands. Too frequently in the

past, poisoning or other means of killing has been the

only successful method of control. Recent studies by

Don Spencer, Johnson Neff, Brooke Meanley and others

of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, give great promise

for resolving much of this extremely economically im-

portant problem. They have progressed far enough to

know that chemical deterrents can be found to prevent

significant damage to the seeds and still leave the seeds

viable. This problem is particularly important at this

time because of the new federal soil bank program. Re-

search in this promising field should be stepped up im-

mediately, for without it the important but costly soil

bank program will be seriously handicapped.

9. Wildlife disease, nutrition and pathological re-

search justifies far more public and private support than

it has yet received. There is no reason to feel that com-

petently conducted studies in these related fields would
be relatively any less rewarding than has similar research

on domestic livestock. Many basic studies are urgently

needed. Disease is inextricably tied in with cycles and
population dynamics. We yet know little of the cause or

control of cycles that periodically remove much of our

game. There is urgent need to study the ecology of

disease and investigate the latent and epizootic diseases

in relation to animal numbers. We know far too little of

the role of nutrition and other stress factors in relation

to population reductions. Far too little is known con-

cerning disease virulence, disease resistance, reservoirs

and vectors. Experimental studies on disease control are

profoundly important in sound management.

As I recall, it was about 1949 that upwards of 10,000

deer rather abruptly died off in the southeastern states.

In the main, the studies of the cause or causes of this loss

were sporadic, casual and mainly of a post mortem
nature, and the conclusions reached were nearly as varied

and as numerous as were the investigations conducted.

To stock deer in a depleted range costs about $100 per

liberated individual, and I stispect the average cost of

deer harvested amotmts to approximately $100. The
death of the 10,000 deer would, therefore, approximate a

luillion-dollar loss. In an average year we probably lose

upwards of 100,000 ducks (and geese) from botulism and

other very large numbers from lead poisoning, fowl

cholera, nutritional deficiencies and still larger numbers

from other unknown causes. The yearly economic value

of game loss is staggering, and it leaves one with the feel-

ing that we cannot afford to remain aloof from disease

research. From an economic viewpoint we have no alter-

native but to pay the necessary price and uncover the

facts which are so basic to soimd management.

A definite relation of wildlife diseases to domestic live-

stock and even human beings is known to exist, yet the

details of these relationships are obscure and indefinite.

Certainly, this broad subject deserves public support on

both the stale and national level.

10. Determine the need and economy of introducing
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exotics. Indiscriminate introductions can be extremely

costly and wasteful, but a plannetl program to fill a

vacant niche might ultimately prove highly advantage-

ous.

In conclusion, I cannot too strongly emphasize the pro-

found importance of research. If your state is not con-

cerned w'lXh this, your ioinitain of information is sure to

dry up and your administration, if it long continues, is

likely to be mediocre. Wc live in an age of research, and

this is as basic to sound wildlife management as it is in

the fields of agriculture, chemistry, medicine or industry.

To be successful, the research personnel must be com-

petent; and to assure this the salary scale must be reason-

able and commensurate with training, abilities and re-

sponsibilities. Much can be said of the shortcomings of

research. They are many and some are serious, but that

is a subject for another day.*'

Constantly changing conditions always will require

new information and new techniques to meet new prob-

lems. Hence, research always will be an absolute neces-

sity, and this is as true in the field of wildlife and fishery

conservation and management as it is in those fields

where the science is more matine. Scientific research

gives us daily assurance that our opporttmities for future

progress are limited only by oiu" breadth of vision, pow-

ers of imagination and by our will to work together for

peace and progress, and it proclaims anew that "without

vision the people perish." Are we equal to this chal-

lenge?

WATER AND THE SURVIVAL (Continued from page 17)

The last chapter in the saga of drying up the land is

now before us for all to read. Water, the most important

resource in relation to survival, has become subjected

to so many diametrically opposed interests that seem-

ingly the ultimate effort represents no planning at all,

and whether this clash of objectives will lead to "Deserts

on the March" is a matter of opinion. Wehrwein in his

book Land Economics states: "Land policies must be
based upon operation of nature's laws as well as upon
the economic drives of man. Too often the 'conquest of

nature,' benefiting immediate generations, has resulted

in the 'conquest of man' by those natural forces operat-

ing into eternity." One thing the record proves is that

in this era of billion-dollar water projects, wildlife has

been getting small shrift. The claim that the highest

use for land is food production is neither a sound nor
a sacred tenet.

We drain, irrigate, build dams, control floods, pay
subsidies and bequeath an astronomical tax burden to

posterity, all in the name of water conservation. Many
of these land and water-use programs ended in land

abuse and human miseiy on a grand scale.

Fifty years ago, the draining of the famous Horicon

Marsh in Wisconsin was an outstanding victory for prog-

ress. Later, the sportsmen of the United States paid

through the duck stamp and the excise tax to repurchase

and reflood the Horicon Marsh. With a fourth of the

revenue from muskrats going to the towns, they are re-

ceiving more than when the area was farmed.

Fifty years ago, the drainage ditches in the ancient

peat bogs of central Wisconsin were milestones of prog-

ress, the answer to a tremendous farm Ijoom. But the

peat bogs, when dried out, became a ghastly inferno of

fire and one by one the clearings were abandoned. Under
the Bankhead-Jones Act and the CCC progiam, the tax-

payers of the United States paid to plug the ditches,

and the land is now growing merchantable timber and

producing wildlife. Novv that the water table has been

restored on much of it, it is interesting to note that the

agricultural experts of Wisconsin again wish to move in

and are advocating irrigation on some two millions of

acres.

In my opinion, Leopold stated the case well when he

said, "Whenever a private landowner so used his land as

to injure the public interest, the public will eventually

pay the bill, either by buying him out or by donating

repairs, or both. . . . Abuse is no longer a question of

depleting a capital asset, but of actually creating a cash

lialjility against the taxpayer."

I am in no way implying that we do not need special-

ists; we do need them. But we need engineers, agricul-

tiual experts, economists, foresters, range managers and
wildlife specialists who will first view the whole ecology

of the land. We need men who will weigh total values

regardless of their specialties.

We need midtiple use—and as yet we are a long way
from any true concept of multiple use. Too many land

managers with specialized training are prone to talk

nudtiple use but continue to practice their own specialty.

This can result from early training, personal inclination,

or the policies they are hired to carry out. There are

times when range men, the Soil Conservation Service and

foresters are in competition with each other, and often

all three are in competition with wildlife managers and

directors in general. All categories of specialists need

better schooling in the fundamentals of multiple use.

Farm experts use the term "land capability" and imply

it means multiple use, which it does not. The expression

means what it says; it is a system of rating land accord-

ing to its capability to produce crops. The poorest soil

is earmarked for wildlife. The fallacy in this system is

that in certain areas and under certain circumstances of

public need, wildlife production for recreation is more

important than com.

Multiple use will only be a fancy term to use in

speeches vniless there is land classification, because mul-

tiple use does not mean equal uses. On public domain,

for example, the priority on some forest lands should

be saw logs and other raw materials, with other uses

taking a well-ordered secondary place; other forest lands

can justifiably be classified as recreational land, while

still permitting the harvest of a substantial timber crop.

Public grazing lands should be classified in relation to

livestock and big game. Still other pul:)lic domain should

remain wilderness.

Multiple use is vital to private land from the stand-

point of increased profits to the owner and such equities
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which the public may have. Land ownership is merely

a life tenure of custodianship, to be passed on to suc-

ceeding generations; land ownership does not carry with

it the divine right to destroy resources, even though the

practical man insists that he has a God-given right to

accelerate his destiny toward hell without interference.

Let me put it another way: man has not as yet reached

a point of ethical behavior in the husbandry of natural

resources. Because resources are property it is assumed

they require no ethical evaluation. Even the Indian was

given no ethical evaluation.

Too long we have been managing rich land, poor land,

hilly land and marginal land with a marginal knowledge,

resulting in a high quotient of misguided evangelism.

Our modern concept is to play down and debunk, if you

please, any deep-seated love for the land and the esthetic

fruits which it brings forth, and to substitute a cold-

blooded approach of scientific-economic exploitation.

The battle of soil conservation versus the fast dollar is

still a long way from being won. The philosophy upon

which Hugh Bennett conceived the Soil Conservation

Service of soil saving has now become an engineering

concept of water manipulation and greater soil utiliza-

tion. Unless there is a warmth of feeling and an attitude

of live and let live, both for other nations, other people

and other creatures of the earth, scientific exploitation

is only a shade apart from plundering. Our specialists

need more than equated understanding of one phase of

resource management. They need a warmth of feeling

for all resources and all values, esthetic as well as eco-

nomic. The people of these United States have a right

to demand that. These men have been publicly edu-

cated, for the most part, and regardless of \vhether they

work for federal, state or private enterprise, they have

this obligation.

Private industry employs them and expects them to

follow the demands and dictates of the company. They
are employed by federal and state agencies with rigid

responsibilities and lack-lustre imaginations. They are

employed by autonomous bureaucracies such as the Rec-

lamation Bureau and the Army Engineers who have so

entrenched themselves that they now control an empire

in resources, and influence the spending of billions of dol-

lars, all of which comes out of the taxpayers' pockets.

In other words, the tail wags the dog.

They are employed on the big dam projects where the

issue seems to be who will pay for the dams: the federal

government or private industry—and not whether the

dams are needed in the name of public interests, or if

other resources will be given proper safeguards. Will

the destruction of timber, fisheries and wildlife and the

drowning of minerals be offset by kilowatt hours and

more crops for the taxpayer to subsidize?

Our specialists well know that the amassed wealth of

this nation comes Irom the land, from the l)owels of the

earth, from the forests, the corn and grain fields, from

the sea; and they well know iliat the rtmtributions be-

ing returned, whether llnougli taxation or from private

sources, are not paying lor the exploitation that created

that wealth. This small amount of conscience money will

never pay for the original destruction of resources, and

if the conservation of resources is to ever become a part

of our national pattern, conservation practices must be-

gin on the land at the time the raw materials are taken.

Amassing wealth and the developing hobbies, such as

passing out gratuities for conservation fellowships or

some other type of lip service to resource management,

is not going to save the resources of this nation. The
word "progress" and the catch phrase "the greatest good
for the greatest number" have been given some very

tortured and fantastic interpretations when programs

have been presented to legislators and to the public.

These specialists in public life who remain subservient

to special interests should be weeded out.

Our conservation planning on all levels must seek

aggressively to avoid past catastrophes, and it is the

bounden duty of every citizen to examine and appraise

our conservation leadership. If that leadership is not

of the highest standard of intelligence, understanding

and sympathy, then it should be repudiated.

I wish to remind you that livestock can overgraze a

pasture, that deer can overgraze a forest and that people

can overgraze a continent.

VIRGINIA'S NORTH COUNTRY
(Continued from page 7)

these have made possible an interesting, if limited, native

maple sirup industry. In a climate that is reminiscent

of New England's, local sugar "bushes" are opened each

spring; trees are tapped, sap is collected and fragrant

odors from evaporator pans soon drift out on March
breezes. At Hightown one may purchase superior maple

sirup bottled under a Virginia label, a forest product

just as good as Vermont ever produced.

I suppose that even local residents would be surprised

if they knew the numbers of scientists, naturalists and

outdoorsmen who come annually to this bit of north

country in the South. Like a magnet it draws them to

see its northern plant life, to hear its spruce forest birds

and to enjoy its sparkling days and cool summer nights.

With other portions of the southern Ap^^alachians, it

shares an amazing freedom from biting and stinging

insec t pests. One can hike through the forest on a warm

June day without ever hearing the pesky hum of a mos-

cjuito. That's something that New England and Canada

can't claim.

One hopes sincerely that Viriginia citizens may recog-

nize the vqlue and uniqueness of this stray fragment of

North Woods, and that they will give it maximum pro-

tection from fire, over-grazing and destructive lumbering.

Perhaps it might be possible to re-establish spruce stands

on some of the ridges which once held them, but from

which they are long gone. With care, the snowshoe

rabbit may find a permanent home and the hermit

thrush may continue to sing in a land where North and

South meet. It shoidd always be possible for people to

"visit Canada" without leaving Virginia.
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Lloyd Lam, of Bridgewa+er, with his grand prize

17-point buck Icilled in Rockingham County.

Turkeys Finally Outsmarted

They don't come much smarter

than Augusta County wild turkeys,

and up until a few months ago, trap-

ping the wily birds posed a difficult

problem for Game Commission biol-

ogists there. Now, however, Ned
Thornton, supervising biologist on
the George Washington National For-

est, reports heartening results with

the use of a unique new method.

Although functionally simple, it

calls for an impressive collection of

)araphernalia, consisting of three can-

ion made from seamless steel pressure

boiler tubing, cold steel projectiles

(three and one half inches long and
three inches in diameter) and a gen-

erous net, 30 by 60 feet. Powder
charges, a battery and a length of wire

round it out.

First, the trap site is determined . . .

strategically so . . . and the area bait-

ed. After permitting the turkeys to

become accustomed to finding food

there, the biologists move in with their

gear. The net is spread carefully on
the ground, pegged down on one side.

There, too, the cannon are placed and

the net rolled up evenly. Then the

projectiles, which are secured to the

"throw" side of the net, are put into

the cannon and the powder charge

installed. A detonator wire is run

from the cannon to the battery, and

the entire business skillfully camou-

flaged. The biologist takes his posi-

tion by the battery, where he is at

liberty to set the works off at the op-

portune moment. The rest is simple.

Along comes the turkey, walks into

the "target" zone, the cannon are dis-

charged and the net is carried up,

out and down, snaring the quarry.

Previously, some success was had

in baiting the birds with doped food,

which either put them to sleep or in

a relatively helpless physical condi-

tion. This was soon abandoned, how-

ever, as it proved rather rough on the

turkeys and managed to fool only four

in one season. Nor have wire traps,

still successful in many other states,

proved of any value to Virginia biol-

ogists. No turkeys in Augusta County

have ever been caught that way.

Just where, when, and by whom
the new method was devised is un-

known. Commission biologist Jim

Engle was the first to observe it in

action, when he was sent to the Pied-

mont Refuge in Georgia for that pur-

pose last fall. Returning to Virginia,

Engle set up the apparatus on Big

Levels game preserve, and promptly

caught seven birds. In ten trapping

days on the George Washington Na-

tional Forest, Ned Thornton causht

eleven. This may not overly impress

the layman, but to anyone with turkey

"savy," it's an excellent average and

insures new hope in this state's wild-

turkey restocking program.

Prodigal Turkey

Mickey Morris, Powhatan County

game warden, told us this one:

B. T. Mann, supervisor of the Vir-

ginia Industrial School in Powhatan

County, thought he had his turkey

cooked and on the table when he

flushed a l)ig one, and shot it dead

center in inid air. Much to his dis-

may, the bird went into a long glide

out of the woods and into a nearby

creek. Mann ran after it, but when a

thorough search availed him nothing,

he turned for home, understandably

outdone.

One hour later and exactly two and

one half miles downstream, T. Clem-

ents, another supervisor for the indus-

trial school, was returning from a

work project in the woods and, upon

crossing a small bridge, spied a strange

black object floating in the creek be-

low. He waded in and was surprised

to discover a husky gobbler, long since

expired from gunshot wounds.

Even at that, he wasn't as surprised

as was Mann, who chose that moment
to appear on the scene.

It was, unmistakably, the same die-

hard Mann had shot in the woods, but

you can imagine what a difficult time

Mann niioht have had convincinsr his

friend of that.

McAuldman Campbell, o-f Roseland, won the

black bear grand prize with a 465 pounder,

killed in Nelson County.
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Coarse Fish Control in Lake

Bradford

Bill Newsome, executive secretary of

the Virginia AVildliie Federation and

editor of its official pviblication, the

News-Record, has informed the Com-

mission of a project recently institvited

at Lake Bradford, in Princess Anne
County, to rid the lake of its coarse

fish population.

A large concentration of gizzard

shad, carp and runty perch was in evi-

dence and, as they were destroying

bass spawn and contributing to de-

struction of other game species, an im-

mediate need for control measures

was evident. Several days previous, a

similar operation was effective in

three small ponds on the nearby U. S.

Naval Amphibious Base, and New-
some wished to express appreciation

to naval game warden Williams and

the base staff and personnel who made
the Bradford project possible.

Supervising the Lake Bradford job

. . . the largest control project ever

undertaken in that area . . . were U. S.

Fish and Wildlife Service biologists

Marvin Smith and Bob Webb, with

Virginia Game Commission biologist

Dixie Shumate observing.

On November 6, the desired chemi-

cal dosage was introduced into the

lake's 200 million gallons of water.

This consisted of one part rotenone,

in the form of noxfish, to ten million

parts water. Such a mixture, with

rotenone as its active ingredient, tends

to interfere with the oxygen metabo-

lism of fish, inducing suffocation. The
effects were almost immediate, when
gizzard shad came to the toj) of the

water for air. Great numbers of

stunted bliienose (white perch) and

yellow perch followed, and the shore

areas were soon littered with stunted

bhiegilis, sunfisli, Ijhick and white

crappies and pickerel. A few hours

later, carp came gasping to the surface.

Announcing the 22nd North

American Wildlife Conference

On March 4-6, natural resources

authorities, outdoor writers, and

si)orismcn from every corner of the

continent will gather in Washington,

D. C. for the 22nd North American

Wildlife Conference.

The three-day meeting, sponsored

annually by the Wildlile Manage-

ment InstittJte, will see foremost au-

thorities from the United States, Can-

ada, Alaska, and Mexico spotlight at-

tention on all phases of resource man-

agement, with nearly sixty speakers

reviewing this continent's more ex-

pedient natural resource and conser-

vation issues. The conference theme

this year is "Conservation is Every-

body's Business."

Headquartering in the Statler Ho-

tel, the conference will consist of

three general sessions and three tech-

nical ones, to which the general ptib-

lic is invited free of charge.

"Looks like we will have to get along without

a bearskin rug after all."

Virginian Among Winners of

Forestry Contest

A Virginia youth has been named

a winner in the recent national 4-H

forestry contest, receiving an all-ex-

pense paid trip to the 4-H Club Con-

gress in Chicago.

James C. Steele, of Alexandria, was

one of twelve taking top honors in

the contest in which 70,000 other 4-H

members in 45 states participated.

In addition to the Chicago trips,

American Forest Products Industries,

Inc., sponsors of the contest, awarded

pen and pencil sets to state winners,

and gold-filled medals to county win-

ners across the nation.

Community of Living Things

A broad picture of the wildlife and

conservation story in concise form has

Ijecn published by the Creative Edu-

cational Society of Mankato, Minne-

sota, in cooperation with the Nation-

al Audubon Society. The series,

called Tlie Community of Living

Tilings, contains: Field and Meadow,

Fresh and Salt Water, City Parks and

Flome Gardens, Forest and Woodland,

and The Desert . Each carries a full-

page picture for every page of text.

Relationship and dependence of

plants, animals, soil and rocks upon

each other; descriptions of living

things—both animal and plant—in

all ty])es of water and of typic al wood-

land birds, mammals, trees and flow-

ers; as well as the story of man's strug-

gle for survival in the desert are

among the subjects presented with

accuracy and clarity. More than nine-

ty photographers coiUributed descrip-

tive photos in sepia color to give

added interest.

Written for use in elementary and

junior high schools, it would delight

any young inc]iuring mind. The vol-

umes are valuable in the study of

natural history, botany, zoology, in-

troduction to ecology and conserva-

tion, the entire series having been re-

viewed by experts in these fields.
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Wildlife Questions and Answers

Ques.: If a hunter kills a buck deer in

a county where only one deer a season

is the bag limit, can he kill a second

deer in a county where two deer a sea-

son is legal?

Ans.: Yes. A second deer may be taken in

a county in which two deer per season

is legal. It is illegal, however, to kill

a deer in a county having a two-deer

bag limit and tlien kill a second deer

in a county having only a one-deer bag

limit.

Ques.: During the past two years I have

had a great deal of trouble with foxes

entering my chicken yard and taking

my chickens. 1 have seen foxes in the

vicinity on several occasions and feel

sure that this is the culprit. Can you

recommend any method of keeping a

fox out of a chicken yard?

Ans.: One of the most widely used meth-

ods of repelling foxes around chicken

yards employs the use of used motor

oil and turpentine. First, remove all

the weeds six to seven feet back from

the fence around the chicken yard. Us-

ing a mixture of one quart of turpen-

tine to one gallon of used motor oil,

spray a two-foot swath around the pen

two or three feet away from the fence.

The mixture should be applied heavily

to be effective.

The odor from this solution is ex-

tremely distasteful to foxes and usu-

ally helps in repelling the animal.

Ques,: Last summer I was watching a

blacksnake in my garden, and it slowly

slithered up to a toad. The snake

struck the toad and proceeded to swal-

low it, head first. After getting the

head into his mouth, the snake turned

the toad loose and crawled away.

Could you explain this?

Ans.: The toad has two rather large oval

glands lying just back of the eyes. Upon
touching these glands, a bitter, poison-

ous secretion is ejected. This creates

an unpleasant sensation in the snake's

mouth and the toad is usually rejected.

Ques.: What sort of a creature is the

"hickory horned devil"? I have heard
people mention this name since I was
a small boy.

Ans.: "Hickory horned devil" is a collo-

quial name for the larval stage of the

royal walnut moth. Scientifically, this

moth is known as Citherona regalis.

The larval stage is commonly called

a caterpillar.

Ques.: Last September at your exhibit

during the Atlantic Rural Exposition,

you had an albino grey squirrel. Does
this animal ever occur in other colors

in our state?

Ans.: Yes. Occasionally you will find a

very dark-colored grey squirrel. This

is not a separate species but a dark or

"melanistic" color phase.

Ques.: I have heard that the bite of a

shrew is poisonous. Is this true?

Ans.: The bite of the short-tailed shrew

is slightly poisonous, having consider-

able effect on small animals. The bite

is not dangerous to larger animals, in-

cluding man, although it may cause

some discomfort.

"You can -forget about the weak gate on the

breeding pond, boss. Our business is down
the creek."

Ques.: I recently became interested in

bird watching. This spring will mark
my first season for this enjoyable rec-

reation. Where are the best places to

look for birds?

Ans.: In looking for birds, it isn't neces-

sary to wait until spring. We have a

winter resident population of birds,

and many people enjoy the sport

throughout the year.

Keep in mind that birds require

three things to survive in nature

—

food, cover and water. Usually, more

birds can be found in swampy wood-

lands than in any other type of habi-

tat. In order to see a large variety of

birdlife, check as many different habi-

tats as possible, such as stream borders,

cliffs, bogs, orchards, ungrazed wood-

lots, cultivated fields, marshes and air-

ports. Various cover types such as these

should produce a rich variety of bird-

life.

Ques.: Why do we see such a small num-
ber of insects during the winter

months?

Ans.: The reason for this scarcity of in-

sects lies in the fact that they are so-

called cold blooded. The activity of an
insect is almost proportional to the air

or water temperature in which it lives.

Therefore, during the cold period in-

sects are more or less dormant. Many
pass the cold months in the pupal

stage.

Ques. : I recently read a short article on
doves. The author mentioned that

young doves are first fed "pigeon
milk" by their parents. What is

"pigeon milk"?

Ans.: This fluid is a solution secreted in

the crop of the adult. The young
bird inserts its bill into the parent's

mouth, and the adult goes through a

series of violent jerkings of the body
and wings so as to regurgitate the fluid

into the bill of the squab. As the young
bird becomes older, the fluid in the

parent's crop is replaced by moistened
or partially digested seeds or grain.

Ques.: WTiat is the largest heron that we
have here in America?

Ans.: Our largest heron is the great blue

heron. This bird stands approximately

four feet high and has a wingspread
approaching six feet.

Ques.: Is it legal to carry a .22 pistol

while hunting and, if it is legal, can
it be used to shoot squirrels?

Ans.: It is legal to carry a .22 pistol while

hunting provided it is not concealed.

It is illegal, however, to shoot game
birds or game animals with a pistol.

Ques. : I have always wondered why ani-

mals shiver so violently when they are

cold. Is there an explanation for this

behavior?

Ans.: Shivering in animals is a result of

minute muscle movements. As a result

of this muscle action, fuel burning

takes place within the muscle and heat

is released. The more active or violent

this muscle movement becomes, the

more heat is created to help warm
the body.

Ques,: WTiat is the difference between

a weed and a plant?

Ans,: Botanically speaking, a weed is a
plant. A plant upon becoming un-

wanted or obnoxious to man's inter-

est, is commonly referred to as a weed.
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vf WILD
Waterfowl depend on their speed

—

sometlnnes up to 80 nniles per hour.

* The catfishes use

sharp-spined fins

for protection.


